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1: Graduate Research Assistant Objectives | Resume Objective | LiveCareer
considering attending graduate school in physics or related fields.??? is an excellent physics student, and he plans to go
to graduate school in engineering after graduation.

That means I will stop being a professor in the Computer Science department after spring Therefore, I am no
longer starting any new graduate projects where I would be the chair. I am completing projects in progress and
am willing to be a member of committees that will complete by spring Here is the link to a page that describes
research interests of CS faculty. Browse some of the titles and abstracts to get a sense of what has been done
recently. Scan or read a few to get a sense of the organization and length of reports. You do not have to do a
graduate project that a professor thought up. Your ideas are probably more interesting, at least to you. Here
you can see some of the abstracts of past projects I have chaired before Kirdey, Client side video colorization
using deep neural networks, Spring K. Francisco Vassallo, Starship Combat Game: Anchors Aweigh, Fall ,
abstract pdf. Yahui Peng, Visualizing databases, Spring , abstract pdf. Peeti Jittiphalangsri, "Space Battle: Inga
Leu, "Troubled Bubbles: A Java 3D Game", Spring , abstract pdf. Vartan Nazarian, Video Telepresence: A
Remote Control Camera, Fall , abstract pdf. Steve Zubelevitsky, 3D Scanner, Summer Christine, Salazar,
Experiments with Window Shape, Methods and Tools, Spring Steven Pomeroy, Interactive creation of facial
expressions, A Computer Animation System, Spring Robert Melendez, Visible Microprogramming: Juhsien
Liu, Run Generation: Maria Lopez, Stacks and Queues:
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2: Lecture by Author
Physicist Cover Letter. A physicist's resume cover letter should showcase the candidate's ability to study and research a
wide range of physical phenomena in several sectors of physics, including particle physics and cosmology.

Getting enrolled Once a project and supervisor have been selected, the student and supervisor must complete
the agreement form below. The latest date to make final arrangements for your project and notify the
coordinator is the end of the second week of lectures. All students registered in PA must meet the course
coordinator before this date; otherwise it will be assumed that they have dropped the course and the
undergraduate officers will be notified accordingly. Work on the project If possible, it is a good idea to do
some background reading on the project during the summer. After course enrolment appears on Quest, all
further arrangements, problems, etc. Students and supervisors are expected to meet for informal progress
discussions at least once a week. Each oral presentation is to be a short presentation max. Written report A
written report will have to be written for each of the Phys A and Phys B classes. Journal articles, graduate
student theses, etc. Your research supervisor may prefer a particular style, and this should be taken into
account. The following general comments should be noted: Relevant research work must be completed before
the end of the lecture period of the term of registration and reports should be submitted by the indicated
deadline. The report should normally be typed and submitted as a file in pdf format. The first page should list
the title of the project, the author, the date of submission and a statement that it is being submitted as partial
fulfilment of the requirements of Physics A or B. The next page should be an abstract normally no longer than
half a page, concisely summarizing what is being presented in the report. The abstract will highlight any
important features discovered or determined. The items 6 below body of the report should begin with regular
page numbers 1, 2, 3, etc. The body of the report will usually be discussed under main headings such as the
following: These first two items a and b may be combined if desired. Experimental or Theoretical Techniques:
If a, b and c have been covered adequately in a A report, they may be considerably abbreviated in a following
B report. The next page should be Acknowledgements and should acknowledge the assistance of the research
supervisor and any other faculty members, students, departmental members, and other collaborators who have
been especially helpful with any aspect of the project. References should normally be ordered in order of
appearance in the report â€” authors, publication and date should be shown in each case. Consult recent
journals or theses for acceptable style and format. The length of report will vary with the project and its
details, but normally the main body of the report will range from 15â€”30 pages. This typical recommended
length is based on using a common font size, such as Times New Roman 12 pts or comparable. Neatness,
logical order of thought, clarity of expression are important â€” an overly long report is not necessarily a good
one. The written report for B may be similar in style to that for A or may be in the format of a research paper
suitable for publishing in a journal appropriate for the subject matter. Each reader your supervisor and one
other faculty member selected by the course co-ordinator will submit a grade for your report. Your report
grade will be the total of those submitted by the two readers. The co-ordinator will have no input to your final
grade except in case of great disparity between the grades of the two report readers. If you put in a good solid
effort and present a good write-up you may expect to receive a good grade, even if your results did not turn
out exactly as you hoped. Most students enjoy this project and learn much from it. In particular, it gives
students an initial impression of working in a research environment and an indication of their aptitude for
future graduate work in experimental or theoretical physics.
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3: Physics Absolute Zero Essay Example | Graduateway
PHY A, B (Fall-Winter) Guidelines. The final year Physics Research Project courses are intended for students in the
fourth year of Honours Physics, Chemical Physics, Mathematical Physics, Physics and Astronomy, Materials and
Nanosciences, or Life Physics.

They often perform other duties in addition to research, such as teaching undergraduate courses, and they
work these positions while pursuing their graduate studies. When applying for a job as a Graduate Research
Assistant, placing an objective at the top of your resume can show the hiring committee your personal interest
in the field. The assistants have a wide range of duties that center around extensive research for particular
faculty members in the department. This research can relate to investigations relevant to the major area of
study and can also involve preparing papers and presentations for conferences. A Graduate Research Assistant
must have the ability to work long hours with little supervision, a passion for their major, and the ability to
work well under the guidance of a superior. They sometimes must also be able to teach those underneath them
through undergraduate courses. Sample Graduate Research Assistant Resume Objectives Your resume
objective should list anything that is unique to you and your experience. You can also discuss what you think
you would bring to the department and your work ethic. Below are sample resume objectives that you can use
as a guide for creating your own. Seeking position as Graduate Research Assistant in the Physics department
in order to provide support to faculty head in analyzing and interpreting data for ongoing project. Obtain
position as American Culture Studies Graduate Research Assistant to aid in preparing and editing manuscripts
under department name for upcoming conference. Passionate and disciplined individual seeking Graduate
Research Assistant position with the Sociology department to pursue extensive research in cutting-edge
hypothesis. Desiring Graduate Research Assistant position in Math department to aid in theoretical analysis
for further investigation. Graduate student in Biology desiring position as Graduate Research Assistant to
assist in gathering documentation for upcoming medical trial. Skills To Put in a Graduate Research Assistant
Resume Objective Your objective should include not just your goals but also the skills that allow you to help
employers meet theirs. A graduate research assistant needs several core types of skills, so be sure to touch on
your various areas of proficiency. Some skills are in demand across the board, while others relate to your
particular research area. Putting down both types presents you as a qualified, well-rounded candidate. Your
job includes substantial interaction with others: Soft skills play an important role in managing these
interactions successfully, so remember to include them. The following list shows you some effective
descriptions of essential skills:
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4: Graduate Research Assistant Resume Samples | JobHero
Read our graduate school personal statement examples and in depth analysis of a sample personal statement for
graduate school for tips on your own essay.

Further information can be obtained from any of the above people, or from the LHCb-Oxford website https:
Phil students to join. We received our first data in November and have been taking data in both neutrino and
anti-neutrino mode. The intensity of the neutrino beam is still increasing allowing for precision measurements.
A more powerful LHC enables the observation of rare processes that occur below the current sensitivity level,
extends searches for new physics, and allows precision measurements of the Higgs boson and other particles.
The ATLAS collaboration must replace many subdetectors to take full advantage of this accelerator upgrade.
A 10 tonne liquid xenon time projection chamber will be housed at the Sanford Underground Research
Facility in South Dakota, with the aim of directly detecting the interactions of dark matter particles with the
xenon target. Due to its size, LZ will reach a sensitivity that will either lead to dark matter discovery or, in the
absence of a signal, will eventually be limited by the irreducible neutrino background. For further detail, see
http: New students will join at an exciting time in the project, with commissioning to start late and physics
data-taking in There will be opportunities to participate in on-site activities as well as offline analysis. LZ is a
multi-physics machine, with sensitivity also to non-WIMP dark matter paradigms and neutrino processes.
Possible thesis topics could revolve around contributions to these high level analyses, but could also be on the
important detailed efforts to understand the detector performance through simulations and modelling.
Professor Hans Kraus hans. These high quality image detectors will allow studying neutrino interactions in
great details. They have been chosen for the biggest neutrino project ever constructed The Deep Underground
Neutrino Experiment DUNE and will provide the sensitivity required to study some of the big questions of
neutrino physics such as the neutrino mass hierarchy and CP violation. ProtoDUNE will acquire test-beam
data from providing crucial data sets to understand the response of LAr detectors to different types of
particles. The student would be expected to participate in studies to help understanding the physics reach of
the future DUNE experiment as well as simulations to help make design decisions. The study topics within
DUNE are vast and would allow the student to gain strong experience in programming, data simulation and
analysis. In addition, the student would be expected to analyse data from protoDUNE. For more information,
contact Dr Giles Barr giles. The SNO group at Oxford have played a leading role in solving the "Solar
Neutrino Problem" and clearly demonstrating, for the first time, that neutrinos exists as mixed states which
allow them to apparently "oscillate" from one type to another. The main objective of this project is to
sensitively search for a very rare process called "neutrinoless double beta decay. This area of study is
considered to be of extremely high importance in particle physics and the Oxford group has played a
fundamental role in establishing the technique that will be used for this search. In addition, other physics goals
include studies of low energy solar neutrinos, oscillations of reactor antineutrinos, searches for non-standard
modes of nucleon decay, study of geo-neutrinos generated from within the earth, and to act as an important
detector for neutrinos from galactic supernovae. The detector is currently being filled with liquid scintillator
and isotope for neutrinoless double beta decay will be introduced in The incoming PhD student would
participate in development, simulation, calibration, operation, analysis and the production of first results. For
further information, contact Professor Steve Biller steven. This can only be achieved with modern engineering
techniques using advanced composite materials e. After design the performance of the solutions developed to
meet this challenge needs to be verified. Because of the unique requirements for HEP experiments a mix of
existing state-of-the-art and to-be-developed measurement techniques are required for this task. For more
information on these topics contact Georg Viehhauser georg. The institute is developing connections with
industry, aiming to render the benefits of accelerator science and technology accessible to society. The
Institute also has a vigorous outreach programme. Opportunities in a wide variety of research areas exist, as
indicated below. The sections shown below describe the thesis topics available at JAI in Oxford. For further
information see this page http: These feedbacks are mandatory for steering and maintaining colliding beams in
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all currently conceivable linear collider designs. They are also needed in single-pass electron linacs where a
high degree of transverse beam stability is required, such as X-ray FELs. The key elements of the feedback are
fast, precision Beam Position Monitor signal processing electronics, fast feedback processors, and ultra-fast
high-power drive amplifiers. These components are designed, fabricated and bench-tested in Oxford, and
subsequently deployed in beamlines for testing with real electron beams of the appropriate charge and time
structure. The group typically visits Japan 4 times per year, for the purpose of testing our novel feedback
systems. We are developing a new phase feed-forward correction system at CTF3 and this is an exciting new
project for us. Graduate students play a key role in these beam tests, and there are also opportunities to spend
time in Japan, at CERN Geneva and SLAC California , as well as to give posters and papers at international
conferences. We are a young and dynamic research team. Professor Philip Burrows p. Particles injected into
the correct phase of the plasma wave can therefore be accelerated to energies of order 1 GeV in only a few
tens of millimetres. Theoretical and experimental work on plasma accelerators in Oxford is undertaken by a
collaboration of research groups in the sub-departments of Particle Physics and Atomic and Laser Physics.
Please note that applications to work in this area should be made to the sub-department of Particle Physics as
explained https: Walczak Next generation light sources and compact laser-plasma acceleration driven FEL
Particle accelerators are the technology driving cutting edge research at the forefront of modern physics.
Current accelerators use rf technology to produce high energy particles for collisions but these machines are
large and extremely expensive. Recent progress in laser plasma based accelerators has opened the possibility
of using such systems as drivers for free electron lasers FELs and the JAI is looking at the development of an
XUV radiation source capable of generating ultrashort fs XUV pulses using this technology. A PhD project is
currently available on the development of such radiation sources. An additional PhD topic will encompass
work on plasma acceleration with particular emphasis on advanced beam diagnostics such as Smith-Purcell
radiation and other methods. The JAI also supports active research activity on 3rd and 4th generation light
sources. We have established strong links with the Diamond Light Source http: We are also involved in the
design and optimisation of a 4th generation light source within the NLS project. Innovation, cost effective
solutions are under investigation in collaboration with Diamond and other national laboratories with the aim of
proposing a new national facility in the next years. For more information about this group please contact
Professor Riccardo Bartolini r. We in particular study applications of FFAG technique and explore use of Paul
trap approach to study nonlinear dynamics in proton accelerators. For more information please contact Dr
Suzie Sheehy suzie. The application of advanced techniques in nonlinear dynamics opens a number of new
applications that extend performance and capabilities of existing machines. The PhD programme focuses on
the investigation of beam dynamics in proximity of nonlinear resonances to manipulate the beam phase space
distribution and tailor it for new injection and extraction schemes, or novel concepts in advanced radiation
sources. The programme will develop solid theoretical framework as well as advanced computer simulations
in nonlinear beam dynamics for leptons. For further information please contact Professor Riccardo Bartolini
riccardo. Accurate knowledge of the longitudinal profile of an electron bunch is important in the context of
linear colliders, wake-field accelerators and next-generation light sources including X-ray FELs, THz sources
and Compton lasers. The profile becomes progressively more difficult to measure as the particle bunches
become shorter fs-scale or more complex micro-modulated bunches. Therefore, it is essential to be able to
determine the temporal profile with fs resolution, non-destructively and in a single shot. Without this
capability it will be very difficult to satisfy the criteria for the novel light sources and improve further the
performance of the accelerators. Within the next ten years new generation of accelerators is likely to have a
significant impact not only on basic science but also on industry lithography, composite material development
and society medical equipment and security. All these areas stand to benefit from this project as the
development of the monitor will create a new fundamental diagnostic tool required for these applications. UK
will also greatly benefit from becoming a leader in this research field and gain the momentum in this strategic
area of accelerators development. The objectives of this project are: The results achieved will be exploited to
minimise the monitor size and complexity. To reduce time and the cost of the construction the first prototype
will use some of the hardware built for the multi-shot monitor studied at SLAC supported by STFC. The
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prototype will have a single grating, 11 optical channels and beam positioning monitors. Sampling and
analysis of the cSPr signal at 11 frequencies in the range from 0. The technical design will be based on the
conceptual model which has been recently developed. FMB-Oxford located only 30 minute walk from the
Department and it will bring its expertise in design of diagnostics for accelerators and knowledge of specialist
techniques required to design and test the monitor. For more information please contact Dr Ivan Konoplev
ivan. Modern light sources have advanced many fields by providing extraordinarily bright, short X-ray pulses.
Here we want the student to undertake a novel numerical study to characterise and optimise a plasma-based
wiggler device. Previous studies demonstrated that existing third generation light sources can significantly
enhance the brightness and photon energy of their X-ray pulses by undulating their beams within plasma
wakefields. This study showed that a three order of magnitude increase in X-ray brightness and over an order
of magnitude increase in X-ray photon energy was achieved by passing a 3 GeV electron beam through a
two-stage plasma insertion device. The production mechanism micro-bunches the electron beam and ensures
the pulses are radially polarised on creation. We also demonstrated that the micro-bunched electron beam is
itself an effective wakefield driver that can potentially accelerate a witness electron beam up to 6 GeV. In this
project, the student will simulate and help implement experimentally a novel extension to this concept, one
where a single electron bunch experience the ponderomotive force of the X-rays and produces SASE
radiation, ultimately leading to additional increases in brightness, into the XFEL regime. For more information
please contact Professor Peter Norreys peter.
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5: Graduate Student Projects
Cover Letters for PhD Students GSAS: Graduate Student Information Let's say you are receiving a PhD in applied
physics, and you are applying and executed 2.

The applicant provides two clear reasons motivating the student to pursue graduate study: She then supports
those two reasons with examples and analysis. The applicant gives thoughtful analysis of the advantages she
has been afforded that have allowed her to study music so extensively. We get the sense that she is insightful
and empatheticâ€”qualities that would add greatly to any academic community. This is a strong, serviceable
personal statement. And in truth, given that this for a masters in music composition, other elements of the
application like work samples are probably the most important. However, here are two small changes I would
make to improve it: I would probably to split the massive second paragraph into separate paragraphs. Did she
think about them during hard practice sessions? Is she interested in composing music in a style they might
have played? More specific examples here would lend greater depth and clarity to the statement. Are you
ready to composeâ€¦your personal statement? Want to improve your GRE score by 7 points? Built by
world-class instructors with 99th percentile GRE scores , the program learns your strengths and weaknesses
through machine learning data science, then customizes your prep program to you so you get the most
effective prep possible. Try our 5-day full access trial for free: Get a great GRE score. Guaranteed This
statement is clearly organized. Almost every paragraph has a distinct focus and message, and when I move on
to a new idea, I move on to a new paragraph with a logical transitions. This statement covers a lot of ground in
a pretty short space. I discuss my family history, my goals, my educational background, and my professional
background. In addition to including information about my personal motivations, like my family, I also
include some analysis about tailoring health interventions with my example of the Zande. This is a good way
to show off what kinds of insights I might bring to the program based on my academic background. My public
health recommendation: Grad School Personal Statement Example: For twenty-three years, my grandmother a
Veterinarian and an Epidemiologist ran the Communicable Disease Department of a mid-sized urban public
health department. The stories of Grandma Betty doggedly tracking down the named sexual partners of the
infected are part of our family lore. Grandma Betty would persuade people to be tested for sexually
transmitted diseases, encourage safer sexual practices, document the spread of infection and strive to contain
and prevent it. Indeed, due to the large gay population in the city where she worked, Grandma Betty was at the
forefront of the AIDS crises, and her analysis contributed greatly towards understanding how the disease was
contracted and spread. My grandmother has always been a huge inspiration to me, and the reason why a career
in public health was always on my radar. This is an attention-grabbing opening anecdote that avoids most of
the usual cliches about childhood dreams and proclivities. This story also subtly shows that I have a sense of
public health history, given the significance of the AIDs crisis for public health as a field. Recent years have
cemented that interest. In January , my parents adopted my little brother Fred from China. If I were to take
another pass through this paragraph, the main thing I would change is the last phrase. It is not right that some
people have access to the best doctors and treatment while others have no medical care. I want to pursue an
MPH in Sociomedical Sciences at Columbia because studying social factors in health, with a particular focus
on socio-health inequities, will prepare me to address these inequities. The interdisciplinary approach of the
program appeals to me greatly as I believe interdisciplinary approaches are the most effective way to develop
meaningful solutions to complex problems. In this paragraph I make a neat and clear transition from
discussing what sparked my interest in public health and health equity to what I am interested in about
Columbia specifically: This paragraph also serves as a good pivot point to start discussing my academic and
professional background. My undergraduate education has prepared me well for my chosen career. For
example, in a culture where most illnesses are believed to be caused by witchcraft, as is the case for the Zande
people of central Africa, any successful health intervention or education program would of necessity take into
account their very real belief in witchcraft. In this paragraph, I link my undergraduate education and the skills
I learned there to public health. The very brief analysis of tailoring health interventions to the Zande is a good
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way to show insight and show off the competencies I would bring to the program. I now work in the
healthcare industry for one of the largest providers of health benefits in the world. In addition to reigniting my
passion for data and quantitative analytics, working for this company has immersed me in the business side of
healthcare, a critical component of public health. This brief paragraph highlights my relevant work experience
in the healthcare industry. I intend to pursue a PhD in order to become an expert in how social factors affect
health, particularly as related to gender and sexuality. I intend to pursue a certificate in Sexuality, Sexual
Health, and Reproduction. Working together with other experts to create effective interventions across cultures
and societies, I want to help transform health landscapes both in America and abroad. This final paragraph is
about my future plans and intentions. Switching those two sentences and discussing my certificate goals
within the MPH and then mentioning my PhD plans would make a lot more sense. This was a successful
personal statement; I got into and attended! It has strong examples, clear organization, and outlines what
interests me about the program its interdisciplinary focus and what competencies I would bring a background
in cultural analysis and experience with the business side of healthcare. However, a few slight tweaks would
elevate this statement to the next level. Fine-tuning will make your personal statement even more beautiful!
Most of examples are posted as part of writing guides published online by educational institutions. Penn State
Personal Statement Examples for Graduate School This selection of ten short personal statements for graduate
school and fellowship programs offers an interesting mix of approaches. Some focus more on personal
adversity while others focus more closely on professional work within the field. The writing in some of these
statements is a little dry, and most deploy at least a few cliches. However, these are generally strong,
serviceable statements that communicate clearly why the student is interested in the field, their skills and
competencies, and what about the specific program appeals to them. These are good examples of personal
statements for graduate school where students deploy lots of very vivid imagery and illustrative anecdotes of
life experiences. There are also helpful comments about what works in each of these essays. Check out our
best-in-class online GRE prep program. PrepScholar GRE is entirely online, and it customizes your prep
program to your strengths and weaknesses. We also feature 2, practice questions , official practice tests, hours
of interactive lessons, and 1-on-1 scoring and feedback on your AWA essays. Check out our 5-day free trial
now: Get 7 More Points On Your GRE, Guaranteed However, all of these statements are definitely pushing
the boundaries of acceptable length, as all are above and one is almost words! University of Chicago Personal
Statement for Graduate School Examples These examples of successful essays to the University of Chicago
law school cover a wide range of life experiences and topics. Note, however, that these are all essays that
specifically worked for University of Chicago law school. That does not mean that they would work
everywhere. This is something that might not work well for most graduate programs. The student
accomplishes this by using clear, well-elaborated examples, showing strong and vivid writing, and
highlighting positive qualities like an interest in justice and empathy without seeming grandiose or out of
touch. Wheaton College Personal Statement for Graduate School Sample 1 Based on the background
information provided at the bottom of the essay, this essay was apparently successful for this applicant. While
this personal statement is strikingly written and the story is very memorable, it could definitely communicate
the wrong message to some admissions committees. This student took a risk and it paid off, but it could have
just as easily backfired spectacularly. Graduate School Personal Statement Examples In this guide, we
discussed why you need a personal statement and how it differs from a statement of purpose. A clear narrative
about the applicant and why they are qualified for graduate study. Specific examples to support that narrative.
Compelling reasons why the applicant and the program are a good fit for each other. Strong writing, including
clear organization and error-free, cliche-free language. Appropriate boundariesâ€”sharing without
over-sharing. Then, we provided three strong graduate school personal statement examples for different fields,
along with analysis. We did a deep-dive on the third statement. Finally, we provided a list of other sample
grad school personal statements online.
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6: Sample Proposals | Saint Mary's College
Street Address Smith Hall, Kent State University, Kent, OH Mailing Address PO Box Kent, OH

B Why is the Kelvin scale especially helpful when studying absolute ere? Because it is the same as the others,
but it shifts downwards. Water boils at K and freezes as K, and is absolute zero at exactly O. C What is the
value of absolute zero on the Kelvin scale? The Celsius scale, and the Fahrenheit scale? On the Kelvin scale, it
is O. Celsius scale is -CHIC. And finally Fahrenheit is -OFF. Com Absolute Zero or Ask a Scientist: Absolute
Zero A According to this website, what type of experiments led to the idea of absolute zero? It was when
people were investing the behavior of gas pressure vs.. Temperature, did they find out how the lowest
temperature it could get to on a graph was degrees centigrade. They would increase the temperature of a gas
they are using, and would measure the pressure emitted from it. What is a Bose-Einstein condensate? It is the
experiment the JILL did, and created a far more colder temperature than the other ones which were recorded.
They created a new matter which Albert Einstein and Indian Physicist predicted years ago. You will now use
your graph to predict this value based on the laboratory data presented in this activity. Go back to your graph
from step 5 above. Be sure that the graph window is active. You can view this in the graphic on the right.
Move your cursor along the line of the graph until the y axis value is zero. The corresponding x value is the
predicted value of absolute zero. What is the predicted value of absolute zero shown on your graph?
7: Sample Letter of Intent for Graduate Program - wikiHow
Seeking position as Graduate Research Assistant in the Physics department in order to provide support to faculty head
in analyzing and interpreting data for ongoing project. 2. Obtain position as American Culture Studies Graduate
Research Assistant to aid in preparing and editing manuscripts under department name for upcoming conference.

8: Where Connections Happen: Transit-Oriented Development and the Redevelopment of Downtown Carro
- Physics Absolute Zero Essay introduction?? NAS: Absolute Zero, is when the molecules of the object can no longer
oscillate/shake, due to the temperature being too cold, that kinetic energy Is too weak to do anything.

9: Physicist Cover Letter Example
Example Physics Problems and Solutions Learning how to solve physics problems is a big part of learning physics.
Here's a collection of example physics problems and solutions to help you tackle problems sets and understand
concepts and how to work with formulas.
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